Playcraft Apex 1800 and Extera Ping Pong Table Assembly Guide

1) Place table face down on a soft surface
2) Release the lock and lift up the legs. Push the cross bar down in the center so the legs are in a locked position
3) Casters are already attached to the T legs. Connect a pair of joining plates to the T leg using one bolt as shown. Sequence is; Bolt / washer / joining plate / t leg / joining plate / washer / nut. Lightly tighten.
4) Repeat with other T leg and joining plates
5) Attach the pair of T legs to the table leg as shown by using the remaining hardware, passing the bolt through the hole on the joining plate, into the table leg and out the other joining plate. Fully tighten the four bolts just installed.
6) Carefully flip the table over and place in the play or storage position.